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Abstract 
A bandwidth control mechan i sm i s  proposed for  A T M  
networks that  can control of  bandwidth usage in the 
presence of both connection-oriented and connection- 
less t r a f i c ,  as well  as multiple classes of connectionless 
t r a f i c .  T h e  bandwidth control mechan i sm operates at 
three levels. At the  topmos t  level, bandwidth is  dy- 
n,amically regulated hetween connection-oriented and 
connectionless trafJic based o n  the uti l ization of  each 
t r a f i c  type.  A1 the  next  level, bandwidth i s  controlled 
between dif lerent classes of connectionless trafJic, such 
as real-t ime t r a f i c ,  bulk data t r a f i c ,  and so on. At the  
lowest level, bandwidth i s  distributed among f lows be- 
longing t o  the  s a m e  connectionless t r u f i c  class. 

I Introduction 
Several different approaches have been proposed for 
supporting connectionless traffic in ATM networks [2]. 
In this study, we consider the so-called direct ap- 
proach [a, 81 where connectionless servers (CLS) at-  
t8ached to  ATM switches provide routing functions for 
connectionless traffic. In Figure 1 we illustrate the di- 
rect approach where two connectionless LANs access 
the ATM network through interworking units (IWU). 
Each IWU maintains a permanent virtual path (VP) 
to a CLS which is attached to  an ATM switch. CLSs 
are endpoints of virtual paths in the ATM network, 
and each CLS is responsible for maintaining a perma- 
nent VP to  a t  least one other CLS. When a local area 
network transmits connectionless traffic to  a remote 
network, it actua,lly transmits a series of packets' t o  
its IWU. The  IWU, in turn,  relays the packets to  a 
CLS, which then passes the packets to  another CLS 
closer t o  its destination. 

Any network protocol that  implements the direct 
approach must address t,he issue of bandwidth alloca- 
tion to connection-oriented and connectionless traffic. 
Obviously, a stat,ic allocat,ion of bandwidth to VPs 

"The work of Dehapriya Sarkar and J6rg Liebeherr was sup- 
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No. NCR-9309224. 

'We use the term 'packet' to denote a C L P D U  (=Connec -  
taonless Pro toco l  D a t a  unit). 

carrying connectionless traffic will result in wastage 
of bandwidth during periods of low intensity of con- 
nectionless traffic, and in congestion during periods 
of high traffic intensity. A better alternative is t o  
vary the band.width allocation dynamically, using the 
actual connectionless traffic load as a heuristic for 
determining tlie bandwidth requirements. However, 
even if sufficient bandwidth is allocated to  connec- 
tionless traffic, one still has to  address the problem 
of distributing the available bandwidth t o  a, pos- 
sibly large, number of connectionless traffic flows'. 

Figure 1: ATM Network with Connectionless Servers. 

In this paper we propose a multi-level bandwidth con- 
trol scheme for managing connectionless traffic in an 
ATM network that  operates a t  three levels as shown 
in Figure 2: a t  the lowest level (flow level) ,  we con- 
trol the capacity available to  a single connectionless 
traffic stream i(=flow) between a pair of IWUs; a t  the 
next level (c lass  level) ,  we control the aggregate band- 
width made available to  all flows from the same traffic 
class; and a t  the highest level ( V P  leve l ) ,  we control 
the allocation of bandwidth to  VPs carrying connec- 
tionless traffic. In Figure 2 the bandwidth a t  a n  ATM 
link is divided among VPs carrying connectionless and 
connection-oriented traffic. This stage of the alloca- 
tion is governed by VP-level bandwidth control. The  
bandwidth allocated to  the VP for connectionless traf- 
fic is then divided among connectionless traffic classes, 
such as video, File transfer, and audio traffic classes, by 
class-level bandwidth control. Finally, the bandwidth 

We use the term flow to refer to a stream of connection- 
less traffic between a pair of IWUs. There can be an arbitrary 
number of flows lbetween the same pair of IWUs. 
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(CO = connectton-orzented; CL = connectzonless) 

Figure 2: Multi-level Bandwidth Control a t  an ATM Link. 

allocated to  each traffic class is divided among flows 
belonging to  that  class. This stage of bandwidth allo- 
cation is determined by flow-level bandwidth control. 

Even though several different schemes have been 
suggested for allocating bandwidth to  connectionless 
traffic in ATM networks, including bandwidth renego- 
t iation [5], and fast  reservation protocol [l], our work 
is the first a t tempt  to  provide a multi-level bandwidth 
regulation of connectionless traffic in ATM networks. 

2 Multi-level Control of Con- 
nect ionless Traffic 

In this section, we formally develop the proposed 
multi-level bandwidth control scheme. In the follow 
ing description we use “network” to  denote a virtual 
network of VPs carrying connectionless traffic between 
ATM switches with a CLS. When we need to  refer to  
the actual physical ATM network, we shall state so 
explicitly. 

We consider a network as shown in Figure 1 where 
connectionless servers (CLS) are connected by VPs. 
The overlay network is accessed via interworking units 
(IWUs) which are connected to  a CLS by virtual 
paths. A flow in this network is a single traffic stream 
between two IWUs (see Figure 1) and each flow be- 
longs to  a traJgc class. We need the following notation: 

C 
Cr Capacity of V P  1. 
ai Route of flow i; Ri = ( l i l , l i 2 , .  . . , l i K )  

where l i ,  is the kth V P  on the route of 
flow i .  

Set of all class-p flows. 
Set of flows in class p with V P  1 on their 
route (Alp = { i  1 1  E Ri, i E 3p }). 

We assume tha t  all traffic in the network can be ac- 
curately described in terms of traffic rates. The traffic 
rate which describes the bandwidth demand of a flow, 
say flow i ,  is referred to  as the offered load and de- 

Set of all VPs in the network. 

P Number of traffic classes. 
F, 
Alp 

noted by X i .  The rate of actual da ta  transmission is 
called the throughput of the flow and denoted by 7;. 

At each V P  1, there is a class guarantee GI,  which 
indicates tjhe minimum bandwidth tha t  the flows in 
class p can use for transmission (with J-& Gl, = 
Cl). In addition, a t  each V P  I ,  a class capacity Cl,, 
gives the maximum capacity that  can be used by all 
class-p flows, i.e., Cicht, 7; 5 Cl,. Note tha t  the 
class guarantees do not specify how the bandwidth is 
distributed to  individual flows. 

P 

2.1 Flow-Level Bandwidth Control 

In this subsection we assume that  all class capacities 
are fixed and given by the class guarantee GI,, that  is, 
Ci, Glp for all traffic classes and all VPs. With fixed 
class capacities, the bandwidth that  is left unused by 
some traffic class cannot be made available to  other 
traffic classes. 

A flow-level bandwidth control scheme dictates how 
to distribute the class capacity Cl, to  the class-p flows 
on a V P  1. We assume that  the goal of flow-level 
bandwidth control is to achieve ma%-min fairness ,  a 
scheme that  was proposed for ABR traffic control [7]. 
Max-min fairness enforces that  flows in the same class 
p have an ident,ical bandwidth limit q , ( l ) .  The value 
c y p ( [ )  is referred to  as the f a i r  share of traffic class p 
on V P  1. Obviously, in a network that  enforces fair 
shares, the end-to-end throughput of flow i is limited 
by ap(lz)  E minap(l) ,  that  is, the smallest fair share 

on the route of the flow. For each flow i, we use 1: to  
denote the V P  with the smallest bandwidth limit on 
the route, referred to  as the bottleneck VP of flow i .  
Note that  a flow-level control scheme that  is based on 
shares enforces an intuitive notion of fairness ,  in the 
sense that  all flows with the same bottleneck VP have 
identical throughput limits [ 3 ,  91. 

If the network guarantees that  each flow i can ob- 
tain the share a t  its bottleneck V P  1: then we obtain: 

I t R ,  
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yi = min(Xi, ap(l:)) 

We use a;(1) to  denote the largest possible value 
for the fair share of class-p on V P  I, referred to  as 
the maximal  share. If a class-p flow, i ,  is unable to  
transmit its entire load, and, receives an allocation 
equal t o  its maximal  shore, a t  its bottleneck V P  k ,  
then the ent,ire class capacity, Ck,, a t  k is utilized. 
Formally: CjEAEp yj = Ck,. Next, we discuss how to  
determine the values of the maximal fair shares. 

Given the fair share on each V P  we can partition 
the class-p flows on a V P  1 into three groups: under- 
loaded,  overloaded, and restricted. The set of under- 
loaded flows, denoted by Ul,, contains all class-p flows 
on V P  1 that  can satisfy their end-to-end bandwidth 
demand, i.e., y; = X i .  All other flows have band- 
width requirements larger than their throughput, i.e., 
yi < A;; these flows are classified as overloaded or re- 
stricted. Flows tha t  are ‘overloaded on V P  1’ have 
V P  1 as their bottleneck. Flows on V P  1 that  are ‘re- 
stricted’ have their bottleneck on some V P  k on their 
route with k # 1. For V P  1 ,  let 01, be the set of 
overloaded class-p flows, and let Rlp(k) be the set of 
restricted class-p flows that  have their bottleneck on 
V P  k .  The sets UIP, 01, and Rlp(k) are specified as 
follows: 

ug = { i  E aip I a p ( l )  2 xi , i e IJ R r p ( k ) }  
k € L  

01, = {ita, I 1 = 1 ; ,  ap( l )  < A ; }  

R . ~ ~ ( I c )  = { t  E I k = [ , ~ ,  ap(le) < X ; ) , k #  1 

Now we characterize the maximal fair shares in a 
network. Recall, tha t  with maximal shares the entire 
class capacity Cl, on a V P  1 is utilized if there is a t  
least one flow in class p that  is overloaded on this VP. 
We obtain: 

c;, = y; = min (A;, a;(/:)) 
iEAiP iEAip 

For VPs without overloaded class-p flows, OrP = 0, WP 

set a;(l) = CO. Then we obtain the following values 
€or the maximal shares: 

if 01, = v) 

‘rhus, the maximal share is obtained by subtracting 
t,he throughput of the flows tha.t are not overloaded 
from the class capacity, and by dividing the remaining 

bandwidth by the number of overloaded flows. Note 
that  for the calculation of maximal shares, no knowl- 
edge is required of individual flows. Specifically, two 
pieces of information must be available to  determine 
the maximalshare for class p on a VP:  (1) the through- 
put of class-p flows that  are not overloaded on the VP, 
and (2) the number of overloaded class-p flows on the 
VP. 

2.2 Class-Level Bandwidth Control 
The bandwidth control scheme described so far has 
one major drawback: if the flows in the same class, 
say p ,  do not consume their class guarantee Gip on a 
V P  I ,  this unused bandwidth cannot be utilized by 
other traffic classes. Class-level bandwidth control 
overcomes this drawback by adapting the available ca- 
pacity Clp to  the actual traffic demand. 

If a class p does not utilize its class guarantee, i.e., 
GI, - CZEarp -yz, then class-level bandwidth control 
makes the unused bandwidth temporarily available to  
other traffic classes q by increasing Clq. Two issues 
remain to  be be resolved for a class-level bandwidth 
control scheme. First, one must determine the amount 
of unused bandwidth that  can be given to needy traffic 
classes. Seconld, one must devise a policy for distribut- 
ing the ‘surplus’ bandwidth. We will first address the 
second issue. 

We consider a policy where the amount of addi- 
tional bandwidth that  is temporarily given t o  a class 
p is proportional to  its class guarantee GI,. Consider a 
traffic class p with a high demand for bandwidth and 
a class guarantee of GI, on V P  1. Then we let PIGIP 
be the maximum bandwidth tha t  class p can ‘borrow’ 
from the guarantees of other classes. We refer to  pi 
as the class cupacity surplus (or  C-surplus) fac tor  of 
V P  1. With the C-surplus factor, the maximum class 
capacity of a class p on a V P  1 is given by ( I  + pl)Gr,. 
On the other hand, if a traffic class does not utilize its 
class guarantee, then the available class capacity CI, 
is reduced. More formally, the class capacity Ci, on 
V P  1 for class p is set to: 

The above equation assumes the enforcement of 
fair shares ap( l )  for all flows, as discussed in Subsec- 
tion 2.1. 

A goal of a bandwidth control scheme is to  select 
the C-surplus factors P I  as large as possible. If the 
C-surplus factor on a V P  1 is chosen maximally, de- 
noted by p ; ,  then the entire V P  bandwidth can be 
made available for transmission if there is an over- 
loaded flow in some class on this VP. Formally, we 

CIEa,, 7; = Cl whenever CiEAlq 7; = 
GI,( 1 + p i )  for a t  least one traffic class q on this VP. 

Note that  only the traffic classes with overloaded 
flows on V P  1 have a bandwidth demand that  exceeds 

P have 
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their allotted bandwidth. Assuming tha t  at least one 
such class exists on a V P  1, i.e., 10iql > 0, and tha t  the 
maximal fair shares ajr(2) are available for V P  1, then a 
bandwidth control scheme which enforces the maximal 
fair shares and maximal C-surplus factors satisfies the 
following equation: 

From To 

If the V P  does not have any overloaded flows, that, is, 
jO~,l 0 for all traffic classes, the C-surplus factor can 
be selected arbitrarily large, i.e., p; = 00. ' rhen we 
obtain tha t  a bandwidth control scheme with maximal 
C-surplus factors p; > 0 satisfies: 

Route Traffic Offered Star t  
Class Load Time 

f P 

S2 D2 
S3 D 3  
s4 D4 

I otherwise 

(VIiV2) II 65 Mbjs  t = 20 
(Vl,V2) II 70 Mb/s t = 30 

(v2) I 80 Mb/s t = 4 0  

2.3 VP-Level Bandwidth Control 
So far we have been concerned only with the virtual 
network of VPs tha,t carry connectionless traffic be- 
tween the CLSs. Next we consider the dependence 
of Cl, the  bandwidth that  is allocated for connection- 
less traffic on  a V P  1, on the bandwidth allocation 
to  connection-oriented traffic '. Let CfLm denote the 
capacity of the ATM link 1, and let A;' denote the ca- 
pacity tha t  is currently being allocated to connection- 
oriented traffic. The  bandwidth allocated t o  the V P  
carrying connectionless traffic is given by C I .  We in- 
troduce Cyzn as the lower bound for the bandwidth 
tha t  is allocated t o  V P  1 with connectionless traffic. 
We adapt  the capacity of the connectionless VP, Cl, to  
the bandwidth allocated t,o connection-oriented traf- 
fic. T h e  following a.ssignment of capacity to  the V P  
with connectionless traffic implements this objective: 

3For the sake of a simplicity we make the somewhat simpli- 
fying assumption that there is only one V P  I for connectionless 
traffic on each ATM link. 
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Virtual Path V2 Virtual Path V 1 

xo  8 0  

70 70 

60 60 

50 5 0  

40 40 

30  30 

20 211 

I O  I O  

0 0 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- - 
I , ,  

Mb/s initially and increase their loads at specified 
time instants. The  parameters of the four flows in 
Figure 3 and the s tar t  times of the load increases are 
summarized in Table 1. Since each IWU is the source 
or destination of at most one flow, we will use the 
source TWU to  identify a flow. The  values for the 
shares and the class capacities are updated each sec- 
ond. 

We show the results of only one simulation experi- 
ment that  demonstrates the effects of both flow-level 
and class-level bandwidth control. Refer t o  [6] for a 
more extensive set of experiments. The  simulation re- 
sults are summarized in Figure 4. The  figure depicts 
two graphs that  show the bandwidth (in Mb/s) uti- 
lized by each flow on the two VPs, Vi and V 2  . Each 
da ta  point in the graph corresponds to  the amount of 
da t a  that  is transmitted during an interval of 1 sec- 
ond. The  experimental results were found to  match 
the theoretically expected values from Section 2. Next 
we discuss the outcome of the simulation. 
0 At t = 0, all flows Sl-5’4 start  transmission with 
X = 10 Mb/s each. Each flow is underloaded and can 
send its entire load. 
0 At t = 10, class-U flow S’l increases its load to 70 
Mh/s  which exceeds the guarantee of class U. As none 
of the othcr chsses have utilized their full guarantees, 
class U can ‘borrow’ extra bandwidth from the other 
classes. This allows S1 to  transmit a t  its offered load. 
0 At  t = 20, class-Uflow S2 increases its offered load to  
65 Mb/s.  This causes class II t o  exceed its guarantee. 
However, class I I  can ‘borrow’ sufficient bandwidth 
from class I to d low S2 t o  transmit a t  its offered rate. 
0 At t = 30, flow 5’3 from class IIincreases its trans- 
mission to  an offered load of 70 Mb/s.  Then, classes U 
and 11 require all of their respective class guarantees 
on VP Vi. Since there is no class-1 traffic on V P  Vi, 
classes U and 11 can split the available bandwidth in 
the ra.tio of their respective guarantees. As S1 is the 
only flow in class U,  it gets the entire bandwidth avail- 
able to it8s class. However, the bandwidt,h available t,o 
class I I o n  V P  V i  is split evenly between 5’2 and 5‘3. 
0 A l  t = 40, flow Sd from class I increases its load to  
80 Mb/s.  Since flow 5’4 now rcquires its entire class 
guarantee of 46.5 Mb/s on V P  V2, all other classes are 
forced to  reduce transmissions to  their respectivt: guar- 

Flows 
SI t 

S? + 
s i  * 
s4 * - 

antees. The  reduced ‘surplus’ of VP V 2  decreases the 
throughput avaiilable to  5’1, and causes a shift of flow 
SI’S bottleneck from Vi t o  V2. This in turn,  makes 
bandwidth available for the class-11 flows on VP V i ,  
yielding a throughput increase for S2 and S3. This,  
however, reduces the bandwidth available to flows 5’1 
and S4, which lhave their bottlenecks on V2, causing 
their throughputs t o  drop. The  drop in throughput of 
SI causes anothler, smaller increase in the throughputs 
of 5’2 and 5’3. Note from Figure 4 that  the protocol 
requires a few i1,erations before settling a t  the correct 
bandwidth allocation. 
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